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ARGENTINE-BORN ARTIST PANCHO LUNA MIXES PAINT, 
SCULPTURE AND PHOTOGRAPHY TO CREATE DIVERSE  
WORKS THAT ARE ANYTHING BUT AN OPEN BOOK.
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M
y studio looks like four artists 
work here,” jokes Miami-based 
artist Pancho Luna. “I would 
never be able to work on just 
one project at a time.” Indeed, 

the evidence of Luna’s restless creativity is 
everywhere inside his Wynwood work space: 
a world map with continents and oceans 
comprised of thousands of buttons sewn onto  
an 8-by-10-foot fabric; functional sculptures 
made of paintbrushes, hardened by varnish, 
that Luna affixes to wood plaques to form 
coat hooks; photographs of collages and 
assemblages he creates and then scans for  
his acrylic book sculptures; and, of course,  
the book sculptures themselves.

The origin of Luna’s art traces back to 
childhood in his native Argentina. “My mother 
was a painter and writer,” he says. “The house 
always smelled of oil paints and pastries.” The 
book sculptures, which have brought him the 
most acclaim, also had their inception then. 
“I spent whole afternoons on the rug in my 
grandmother’s library contemplating that wall 
of books,” Luna recalls. “They were in English, 
French, Italian, Spanish. Naturally I couldn’t read 
them all, so they were mysterious to me.” 

Luna’s fascination with the cover art 
and typefaces of these tomes inculcated a 
preoccupation with books as objects. As an 
adult, this manifested in his Invisible Literature 
series: acrylic shelving and book forms whose 
“spines” display a combination of real book 
titles, scans of Luna’s original artworks and 
titles of his own invention; each piece is unified 
by a particular palette of colors and, at times, 
a loose theme. When viewed from the side, 
however, the spine graphics disappear and all 
that’s left is the transparency of the material. 
“It’s optical art,” he says. “As you move, the 
image begins to also move and change.”

A solo show of Luna’s creations can be seen  
at Timothy Yarger Fine Art in Beverly Hills this 
fall, but his mind is already concocting a new 
body of work. “I’ll be developing a project I 
call Music for Painters,” he says, “for which I’m 
thinking of embedding music in paintings that 
you will listen to through headphones. I am 
always in process.” 

Using acrylic book forms from Italy, 
artist Pancho Luna creates transparent 
anthologies from his Wynwood studio, 
shown here and on previous pages. Luna 
also created the map (bottom) by sewing 
each button onto a tapestry by hand.
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